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Field-induced changes in Brillouin scattering spectra of the PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3 relaxor ferroelectric
have been examined in the vicinity of a diffuse phase transition under a dc electric field oriented
along the@111# direction. It has been established that the transition into an electric-field-induced
ferroelectric phase is accompanied by a step-like anomaly in the sound velocity of the
quasilongitudinal acoustic phonon~QLA! propagating along the@110# direction. The changes in
QLA phonon velocity at the ferroelectric phase transition were found to be either reversible or
irreversible in different regions of the induced ferroelectric phase. The experimental results are
compared withE–T phase diagrams. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1760889#

PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3 ~PMN! is the most intensively studied
crystal in the family of relaxor perovskite-like ferroelectrics
~relaxors!.1–10 Interest in relaxors is due to their wide use in
industry and also the possibility of investigating the lattice
dynamics in partially disordered crystals. It is implied here
that partially disordered crystals are those compounds in
which one or several sublattices are disordered due to growth
conditions or some external factor~temperature, field, etc.!.
In relaxors, ions with different valenciesB8 and B9 are ar-
ranged in an arbitrary manner in theB positions of the per-
ovskite lattice. In PMN, two unalike valence ions, Mg21 and
Nb51, in a 1:2 stoichiometric ratio are in the perovskiteB
sublattice. The PMN symmetry is cubic, and it remains cubic
to helium temperatures. The ferroelectric state appears below
270 K, where the dielectric permeability maximum is ob-
served. The electric field applied induces a structural phase
transition into the ferroelectric state in the vicinity of 210 K
and drastically changes the PMN lattice dynamics.1

The E–T phase diagram of the PMN crystal was built
by Yushin for limited temperature and electric field ranges11

and then developed by Collaet al.12 In 1998, when analyzing
a great amount of PMN experiments in a comprehensive re-
view, Ye13 suggested his ownE–T diagram for wide ranges
of temperatures and electric fields. The only common feature
in these diagrams is a boundary between a paraelectric phase
and ferroelectric phase with theR3m symmetry. In all other
aspects the diagrams differ considerably. A major difference
is that Yushin and Ye take into account the effects of different
cooling regimes~cooling under an applied electric field,
cooling in the absence of an electric field but heating under
an electric field, etc.!, which is of fundamental importance
for disordered crystals, while Colla does not do this.

The goal of our work was to study the behavior of lon-
gitudinal acoustic phonons in electric fields applied by Bril-

louin light scattering and to compare the obtained experi-
mental results withE–T phase diagrams.

Single crystals of PMN were grown by the Czochralski
method. From a boule, a sample in the form of a parallelepi-
ped oriented as@111#/@11̄0#/@112̄# with size 13335 mm3

was prepared. The sample was oriented by an x ray. Two
surfaces normal to@111# were covered with silver paste elec-
trodes. A high-voltage power supply~HJPM-P, Matsusada
Precision Inc.! was used to apply the dc electric field along
the@111# direction. A high-contrast 313 pass tandem Fabry–
Pérot interferometer combined with an optical microscope
~Olympus BH-2! was used in micro-Brillouin experiments.
Scattering was by an Ar1 ion laser with a wavelength of
l5514.5 nm and power of 100 mW. Backscattering geom-
etry was employed. The samples were put into a cryostat cell
~THMS 6000! with temperature variations from2190 to
600 °C and stability of60.1 °C. The free spectral range of
the tandem was 75 GHz. The procedure for measurements
was as follows: first the sample was cooled in zero electric
field, and after a specified temperature was reached, the elec-
tric field was applied and its amplitude was varied. After this,
the field was removed and the sample was warmed to room
temperature. Then the cycle was repeated. In the experi-
ments, the procedure described in Ref. 12 was used.

Studies of relative changes in the velocity of quasilongi-
tudinal acoustic~QLA! phonons withqphi@11̄0# versus elec-
tric field applied carried out earlier14 demonstrated that the
electroacoustic effect in PNM depends on the direction of the
field applied. Maximum velocity changes were observed for
the field applied along@111#. This dictated the choice of ex-
perimental geometry. The behavior of the acoustic phonon
velocity V was deduced from measurements of the shift in
Brillouin frequency Dn as V5Dnl/(2n), where n is the
refractive index of the crystal. The velocity of the phonon
participating in scattering isrV25 1

2(C111C1212C44),
wherer is the crystal density, andC11, C12, and C44 are
elastic constants. Below we discuss the behavior of the pho-
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non velocity on the assumption thatV and Dn are linearly
related.

The first step in the experiments was to study the tem-
perature behavior of the QLA phonon withqphi@110# in zero
applied electric field. Figure 1 shows the measured Brillouin
shifts in the temperature range of 800–80 K. It can be seen
that the temperature dependence of the QLA phonon velocity
agrees with typical behavior of the sound velocity of relax-
ors: a smooth step-like anomaly and nearly linear depen-
dence in high- and low-temperature regions.14,15

As the next step, the behavior of the shift of frequency of
the QLA phonon as a function of the electric field applied at
different temperatures was investigated. At temperatures
above the tricritical point (Tcrit'235 K), the dependence of
the phonon velocity on the applied electric field was found to
exhibit two anomalies. At temperatureT5255 K the first
anomaly is observed atEt'1 kV/cm, and the second occurs
at aboutEA>10 kV/cm. The ‘‘return trace’’ of the velocity
with a decrease in applied field shown in Fig. 2 by closed
circles differs from the ‘‘forward trace.’’At the next tempera-
ture point,T5240 K, the dependence of the phonon velocity
on the applied electric field is weaker: a small anomaly in the
vicinity of 1 kV/cm and a step-like anomaly at aboutEA>10
kV/cm are observed, while the hysteresis is more pro-
nounced. The velocity anomaly in the vicinity of 10 kV/cm
is likely attributable to the phase transition into an induced
ferroelectric phase. Of some surprise are critical fields at
which anomalies inEA at the temperatures discussed were
observed. They are higher than the critical fields of theE–T
phase diagram given in Ref. 13. The reasons for this discrep-
ancy will be elucidated.

The observed velocity anomaly of the QLA phonon at
E5EA can be explained if we assume that there is a qua-
dratic relation between the order parameter~h! and deforma-
tion (u) in expansion of the thermodynamic potential in the
vicinity of the structural phase transition.16 In Ref. 13, obser-
vation of ferroelastic domains with the 3m structure in the
induced ferroelectric phase was reported. Thus, it can be sup-
posed that the ferroelectric phase transition induced is also
an improper ferroelastic transition.

Interesting behavior is exhibited by the phonon velocity

anomaly nearEt : it disappears in the measuredV5V(E)
dependence as temperature decreases to 240 K. Let us com-
pare the dependence discussed with corresponding regions of
the E–T phase diagrams.12,13 It can be seen that, at low
electric fields, the paraelectric and glass-like phases in the
E–T diagram are divided by line, C, in Colla’s diagram,12

and there is no boundary between these phases in Ye’s
diagram.13 The velocity anomaly observed in our experi-
ments atE5Et @Fig. 2~a!# corresponds to the anomaly in the
vicinity of phase transformation into a glass-like phase in the
E–T diagram of Colla.12

The dependences measured atT5230 and 225 K were
similar. It is evident from Fig. 3 that the phonon velocity
remains unaltered as the electric field applied increases from
0 to 1.9 kV/cm. Beginning at 2 kV/cm, an increase in the
field leads to a gradual growth in velocity which stops at
E'4 kV/cm. A further increase in the field~to 13 kV/cm!
does not affect the phonon velocity. It is well reproduced for
the return trace of the applied electric field. The observed
anomalies in the dependences of phonon velocity on the field
applied can be attributed to an induced ferroelectric phase
transition and are in good agreement with the phase bound-
ary in theE–T phase diagrams of Colla12 and of Ye.12

The situation is richer in events atT5205 K ~Fig. 4!.
This temperature region in the phase diagrams is situated
below the frustrated phase transition (Tc0'210 K at zero
field cooling!. The dependence of the phonon velocity on the
field applied at this temperature can be divided into four
regions: from 0 to 2 and from 8 to 10 kV/cm the velocity is
field independent, atEA'2.2 kV/cm there is a step-like

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the Brillouin shift in PMN crystal for a
QLA phonon withqi@110# in zero applied electric field. The inset shows
Brillouin spectra at different temperatures.

FIG. 2. Brillouin shift vs applied electric fields at different temperatures:
T5~a! 255 and~b! 240 K. From here on, open and closed circles show
forward and reverse changes in the electric field, respectively; solid lines are
a guide to the eye.
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anomaly, and fromEd'3.8 kV/cm toE58 kV/cm the veloc-
ity slowly increases. The velocity anomaly atEA52.2 kV/cm
is consistent with the structural phase transition to an in-
duced ferroelectric phase. This step-like anomaly~like in
previous cases! can be related to invarianth2u in thermody-
namic potential expansion. The situation with the anomaly in
the vicinity of Ed53.8 kV/cm is more complicated. The ab-
sence of additional phases and boundaries between them in
all theE–T phase diagrams indicates that this anomaly is not
attributable to a phase transition or transformation. Probably,
this anomaly is associated with reorientational motion of po-
lar domains in the induced ferroelectric phase of the PMN
crystal. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that a de-
crease in applied field does not lead to changes in the phonon
velocity. It is probable that the velocity will return to its
initial value if the polarity of the electric field applied is
reversed, as in the case of PZN-PT.17

Analysis of the obtained dependences of QLA phonon
velocities on applied electric fields has shown that the pho-
non velocity exhibits two fundamentally different types of
behavior in different regions of theE–T phase diagram, i.e.,
~i! a reversible change in velocity when the velocity returns
to its initial value when the field applied is removed~Figs. 2
and 3! and~ii ! an irreversible change when the velocity does
not go to its initial value if the field is removed~Fig. 4!.
Thus, the induced ferroelectric phase of the PMN crystal can
be divided into two temperature regions, that from 255 to
225 K ~reversible velocity changes! and that below 205 K
~irreversible velocity changes!. It can be supposed that the
‘‘true’’ ferroelectric state is realized in the region where
changes in the sound velocity are irreversible. Note that ve-
locity variations ~DV! proved to be different in these two
regions:DV is about 0.2 GHz atT5250–225 K, andDV is
about 0.7 GHz aroundT5205 K, i.e., they differ by more
than a factor of 3.

To summarize, our Brillouin light scattering studies of
the dependence of the velocity of quasilongitudinal acoustic

phonons on the electric field applied have shown that the
induced ferroelectric phase transition is simultaneously an
improper ferroelastic phase transition. Of fundamental im-
portance is the existence of two different states in the in-
duced ferroelectric phase with reversible and irreversible
variations in the acoustic phonon velocity. It can be supposed
that these states will manifest themselves in other physical
properties of the PMN crystal as well. It has been found that
not all our experimental data are adequately described by
existingE–T phase diagrams for PMN crystal.
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FIG. 3. Brillouin shift vs applied electric fields atT5230 K. The inset
shows Brillouin spectra at different applied electric fields.

FIG. 4. Brillouin shift vs electric fields applied atT5205 K.
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